IST FORUM "THE AWAKENING OF THE PEOPLE IN THE ARABIC COUNTRIES”

In order to discuss about ‘Where is the Arabic Spring going?’ Convergence of Cultures is
organizing a forum in Madrid (Spain) in collaboration with the Association of Support to the
Syrian people, Moroccan and other Arab countries communities on Saturday, December 3th.

The social scenery, in which we find ourselves today, is a unique moment in the history of
humanity. A new human being, who understands globalism and performs locally, has born.
Nowadays, we see how new peaceful movements are touring the world, challenging economic,
political and military dictatorships. And once again the Arabic people are the pioneers of this
social transformation and the first to show the path to the new world. A World that highlights in
a fundamental way the non-violent attitude of the protagonists of the "Arab spring".

We are organizing this 1st Forum from Convergence of Cultures with the aim of promoting a
dialogue around a common project. We understand that this dialogue is a necessary condition
to pass through these times of change in which we live. A dialogue that will make it possible to
analyse and share the progressive elements that different peoples have as protagonists of
change. Moreover, we will investigate, express and reject those elements that have historically
opposed to dialogue.

WHERE IS THE ARAB SPRING GOING? This question will mark a profound reflection on the
immediate future and will be the axis of the workshops that will be done in this forum.
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Thanks to the Skype connection, there are also going to be workshops in other places like
Turkey and Tangier.

We invite people who feel the need to join efforts for the building of a true universal human
nation to participate in this event.

You can contact Alberto Sánchez by phone +34 600 287 879 or writing an email to convergen
ciadelasculturas@gmail.com

More information at Convergencia de las Culturas, C/ Montera, 13, escalera A, 1ºA. Madrid
(Spain).

Also on facebook .

Translated to English by Laura Francés Iborra

Read the new in Pressenza
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